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METHOD
In five dogs anesthetized with-sodium pentobarbital(30mg/kg),a surgical operation could be performed so that the arterial blood supply ,to the brain would be restricted solely to that through the right common carotid artery.The left carotid artery, the vertebral arteries,the anterior spinal artery,and all other arteries through the neck muscles were completely dissected and ligated at the level of the first cervical vertebra . Details of this surgery were reported elsewhere5).
Here, it should be emphasized that completeness of isolation of the cerebral arterial blood supply from the systemic arterial system was an essential key to the successful experiment.
For the purpose of loading a side pressure of isotonic character upon the one remaining carotid artery,the artery was sectioned and a Starling's resistance was inserted between the cut ends as illustrated in FIG.1.The resistance consisted of an extremely thin rubber tubing(cigarette tubing)which would easily collapse as soon as the ex - During this closure period an increasingly severe degree of ischemia builds up in the brain,which in turn elicits pressor response in the SAP control system after a fairly long time lag.As this pressor response grows intense enough to raise the SAP above the SP,the resistance opens up and the cerebral flow resumes as evidenced by the flow meter record in FIG.4 ,or also by the abruptly rising CPP record in FIG.3 .During the following patent period, the pre-existant ischemia and the ischemic response rapidly die away.This results in the fall of SAP,and the Starling's resistance closes again.Thus, the resistance functions here as a sort of pressure limiter for the CPP,which consequently causes nonlinear amplification of the time dependent components of the SAP. The degree of apparent amplification(or gain)by this nonlinear transfer element is a complex function of various physiological factors such as compliance and resistance of the cerebral vascular conductivity while the CPP is falling,and also of the intensity of and the dead time for the cerebral ischemic pressor response while the CPP is rising.
he actual degree of such amplification was found to be in the range of 2 to 12 within the present ex- When the point X-X was clamped,the compliance of the side pressure adding system is decreased from almost infinity to that of the mercury manometer,i.e.,about 0.5cc/20mm Hg,while closure of the tubing at the point Y-Y decreases the compliance almost to zero.
As is seen in FIG.5,clamping at the point X-X(indicated by arrow A)at a moment when the SAP was reaching the downward peak of the waves caused 1)elevation of the mean SAP level by 10mm Hg,and 2)increased peak to peak amplitude of the SAP waves because of the concomitant rise and fall of the side pressure owing to the now decreased compliance of the system.Further,clamping at the point Y-Y at the similar moment(indicated by arrow B)caused an especially great rise in SAP which was not followed by any more oscillation.Contrary to this,when clamping was conducted at the same point during the SAP rise(indicated by arrow D),it resulted in the subsidance of oscillations with SAP remaining on the downward peak level this time.Such findings are also in good agreement with previous observations in rabbits1,6). 
DISCUSSION
Since the days of TRAUBE and HERING,a number of experimental procedures and conditions have been reported to cause sustained oscillations of the mean arterial pressure level in varied experimental animals(for the review of historical literatures, see TIEGERSTADT").In regard to the basic mechanism of such oscillations,some physiologists put emphasis upon the intrinsic trait of the circulatory center per se towards periodic undulation8-10),while others are inclined to understand these phenomena as a sort of feedback oscillation elicited in blood pressure stabilizing mechanisms or in certain emergency reaction type mechanism11-14).
Sustained oscillations of the arterial pressure were brought about in the present experiment by using essentially the same technique as MIYAKAWA'S regardless of the difference in experimental animals.This is undoubtedly because the oscillation is generated on the basis of cerebral ischemic pressor response mechanism which has been proved in many sorts of experimental animals.Having servoanalytic data on this basic response in dogs,the author seems to be in a more pertinent situation than the earlier investigators to discuss the mechanism of oscillation in favor of the feedback oscillation theory.
Concerning the stability(or condition for oscillation)in a negative feedback control system,NYQUIST found a criterion which would be abbreviated as follows;If the open loop over-all transfer function of a system has a gain factor over unity with a simultaneous phase lag factor of 180 degrees,the system will be quite unstable under closed loop conditions and is very likely to fall into feedback oscillation15).Based on this doctrine,the author investigated the stability of the cerebral ischemic pressor response regarding it as a negative feedback control mechanism of either the systemic arterial pressure,the cerebral blood flow,or the physico-chemical nature of cerebral interstitial fluid. As discussed in full detail in the previous report3),the system was found to become quite unstable only if the mean level of the cerebral perfusion pressure was biased from the systemic arterial pressure down to such low values as 10 to 20 mm Hg.In other words,the mean cerebral perfusion pressure exerts a profound influence upon the system properties(parametric forcing)and renders the system very unstable as the CPP approaches zero,while the system remains quite stable as long as the CPP stays within physiological ranges.In addition,this theoretical outcome was satisfactorily confirmed by actual elicitation of the predicted feedback oscillation by the use of a servo-mechanism which does nothing but bias the mean cerebral perfusion pressure level from the systemic arterial pressure level by an arbitrarily set fixed magnitude. in FIG.3 ,the resistance alters a small amount of time-dependent changes of the SAP above and below the SP into such large variations of the CPP that the degree of this nonlinear amplification amounts to as high as 2.5 to 12.0.Accordingly it is concluded that the Starling's resistance renders the system unstable in two ways,one biasing the operating range of the cerebral ischemic pressor response system towards an unstable region,i.e.through parametric forcing upon the responding element,and the other increasing directly the over-all system gain factor by its nonlinear amplification.On the other hand,the resistance causes an insignificant time lag as evidenced in FIG.4 system denotes the entire physiological elements involved in the elicitation of cerebral ischemic pressor response.Under ordinary conditions,output of the block,i.e.,the systemic arterial pressure,is fed directly back to its input side, since the cerebral perfusion pressure should be the systemic arterial pressure itself.In the present experiment,however,a Starling's resistance was inserted in the feedback loop,through which the average CPP level was biased toward zero and the time-dependent variable components of the SAP were strongly amplified in a non-linear fashion.Such modified pressure(CPP)was in turn fed back to the input side of the former block instead of the ordinary systemic arterial pressure(SAP).The parametric forcing which the low mean CPP exerts upon the system property is expressed by the broken line leading to the bottom of above mentioned block.
It seems to be of utmost importance to compare the nature of and the role played by the nonlinearity in the present experimental system with those in the previous study in which a feedback oscillation was brought about by inserting a bias-pressure generator between the SAP and the CPP.This biaspressure generator mechanism biases the mean CPP below the SAP by a desired constant amount but transfers the time dependent of the SAP to the CPP without either amplification or attenuation.In the present experiment the nonlinearity introduced by the Starling's resistance is postulated to constitute an essential factor for the genesis of oscillation as pointed out above,while in the previous experiment significant nonlinearity creeps into and modifies the oscillating process only after the amplitude of oscillation builds up to a certain magnitude.Accordingly,it will be clear now that the NYQUIST'S theory,which may be applied only to a linear system,holds in the initial step of the genetic mechanism of oscillation in the previous experiment but does not in the present experiment because of the marked nonlinear operation of the Starling's resistance.
Nevertheless,the mechanism of oscillation in the present experiment will be explained without any difficulty as one of the relaxation oscillations which van der Pol discussed generally in mathematical terms16).Closure of the cigarette skin tubing within the Starling's resistance due to the SAP's fall below the SP causes,an approximately exponential decrease in the CPP with a time constant dependent on the capacitive and resistive properties of the cerebral vascular system.This time constant appeared to be around 8 to 10 seconds in the present experiment.What curtails this exponential decrease is the cerebral ischemic pressor response and the resultant reopening of the Starling's resistance tubing as the SAP rises above the SP.The time course of this CPP rise depends again on the above mentioned time constant as well as on the intensity and the time course of the pressor response itself.Thus,it will be clear that the cerebral vascular time constant is a factor of major importance in deciding the period of oscillation reported here.The slope of the abruptly rising part of the pressure-flow curve through the Starling's resistance is another factor of definite importance.A strictly quantitative treatment of such factors can not be achieved here owing to the lack of accurate informain performance.Therefore,rather simplified considerations will be discussed. here in view of the steady state response characteristics of the involved elements. FIG.7 three sorts of interrelationships between the systemic arterial pressure and the cerebral perfusion pressure are expressed under three different conditions.The straight line a-a,starting from the origin with a slope of 45 degrees,shows the relationship between the two pressures under ordinary conditions.The second curve b-b1(or b-b2)denotes the relationship when the Starling's resistance intervenes between the SAP and CPP as in the present experiment.It must be remembered that these curves are obtained when the SAP is varied primarily and the CPP changes as the dependent variable.The hyperbolic curve c-c,on the other hand,represents the relationship between two pressures obtained in the previous study in which the CPP was isolated from and changed independently of the SAP and the steady state response values of the SAP were plotted as the function of the given CPP2 about successfully in all dogs.By recording the cerebral perfusion pressure (i.e.the pressure at the point distal to the side pressure loading site)and the cerebral blood flow simultaneously with the systemic arterial pressure,the roles of the Starling's resistance used to add side pressure were clearly demonstrated:(1)it operates as a sort of limiter for cerebral perfusion pressure or blood flow,and thus amplifies the changes of the cerebral arterial pressure in a nonlinear fashion 2 to 12 times as large as that in the systemic arterial pressure,and(2)it also biases the mean operating level of the effective cerebral arterial pressure toward zero from the ordinary systemic arterial pressure level. 
